Universal Smartphone Connector for HEINE DELTA 30 and DELTAone.
Digital dermatoscopic documentation using a smartphone camera.

IT’S JUST THAT EASY!
1

You can use almost any
smartphone with the HEINE
Universal Smartphone Connector,
regardless of operating system
(Android, Windows, …).
HEINE has phone cases in its
product range that fit most
iPhone* models, where the
adaptor is already permanently
attached to the HEINE phone
case.

2

You need a DELTA 30 or
DELTAone, the smartphone
connector and a phone case
that fits your smartphone**.

3

The connector is only suitable
for phone cases with a smooth
surface in hard plastic; the
camera should not protrude
out of the case.

4

5

Remove the protective film
and press the connector firmly
over the centre of the selected
camera lens.

6

Almost done!!

7

With the phone now in its
case, the magnet on the
connector keeps the phone
in position on the focusing
ring of the dermatoscope.

If your smartphone has just
one camera, affix the connector
directly over the centre of this
camera.
If your smartphone has multiple
cameras, first determine which of
the cameras is the main camera:
place the connector over the centre
of one of the camera lenses on
the back of the smartphone. Is the
field of view on the screen clear
in the camera view? If everything
looks correct, affix the connector
over this camera.

**The smartphone and phone case are not included in the scope of delivery.
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*A pple, the Apple logo and iPhone are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
HEINE recommends using iPhones from version 6 upwards.
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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You can now use the camera
function on your smartphone
as normal to take photos.

